Greeting
Dear exhibitors and visitors of ceramitec,
In the meantime, four years have passed since the last ceramitec, due to the COVID-19 postponement.
But the pandemic has not stopped the innovative power of the ceramics industry. On the contrary – and
that is a good thing. More than ever, the world needs more resource-efficient processes and products.
Without personal contact, their path into practice is often much longer or even impossible in the first
place.
In the sheer diversity of our industry, many an idea is born by chance of encounter. An industry that
is so closely linked through processes, products and users thrives on personal exchange. Suppliers,
experts for plants and processes, manufacturers of ceramic products have to understand side by side
what exactly is at stake.
We want to be the platform on which new ideas and thus successful business emerge. This is precisely
why we, as the ceramitec team, bring together suitable exhibitors and, together with renowned partners such as cfi – ceramic forum international, give the smartest minds in our industry space for discussion on the stages of our forums. Joint
stands such as Ceramic Applications reflect what is currently state-of-the-art.
The result is a program that has never before been so colourful and diverse. The choice was not exactly easy, especially because our material
shows so much potential, particularly in future technologies from mobility to energy generation. Together with our partners, we were easily
able to fill the double space provided by two forums with topics. In addition to new applications for our high-performance material, visitors
to the fair will find ideas for making manufacturing processes and the products themselves even better.
Four days of three halls and two stages bring ceramitec 2022 down to a single denominator, fulfilling a wish that has drawn us to Munich.
We finally meet in person again.
The entire ceramitec team is looking forward to a successful trade fair and many good discussions with you.
Welcome to Munich!
Yours

Collin Davis
Executive Director of Capital Goods Shows
Messe München GmbH
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